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Abstract

This paper provides an overview of the Flexible InterNetworking Stack (FINS) Framework, an open-source, userspace networking
subsystem for Linux. The goal of the FINS Framework is to facilitate experimentation in wireless networking research by simplifying
the task of implementing, deploying, and testing networking protocols and ideas. This is accomplished by moving networking
functionality into userspace to avoid numerous challenges associated with implementing ideas in the Linux kernel. In addition
to simplifying coding, the framework is designed to run on Android mobile devices to enable truly mobile wireless networking
experiments. Details of the framework’s architecture and implementation are included, as well as baseline performance results.

I. INTRODUCTION

The Flexible InterNetworking Stack (FINS) Framework is an open-source, flexible networking subsystem whose goal is to
support networking protocol research and experimentation from the data link layer to the application layer. The FINS Framework
was inspired by certain challenges encountered during the MANIAC Challenge project [1], which plague most experimental
research in wireless networking: logistics and code development.

A major aspect of experimental wireless networking research is setting up and running a large-scale experiment. Such
experiments often involve multiple nodes, commonly laptops, arranged in some relevant configuration which typically requires
physical distance between nodes and one operator per node for control and mobility. With regard to equipment, multiple nodes
must be configured, administered, and physically moved. Finding, educating, and managing the people attached to these nodes
is not an easy task, especially in larger numbers. Even charging the nodes becomes challenging when scaled up.

The next logistical challenge is using equipment during an experiment. The most demanding scenario is an experiment
where users need to interact with devices while moving. Even though laptops are a common platform for wireless networking
experimentation, they are far from truly mobile devices. Consider the difficulty of simultaneously typing on a laptop and
walking. With the increased availability of truly mobile computing platforms, it has become feasible to conduct wireless network
experiments with small form factor devices.

If the research idea to be tested modifies or monitors any protocol layer below the application layer, kernel interaction (and
likely modification) is required. While Linux is the most viable OS for these types of experiments, kernel programming is
challenging, to say the least. The methodology and libraries for kernel programming are different from userspace programming,
and debugging is an arduous process. One must be cautious because errors made while modifying the kernel can easily crash a
host. The process of modifying, building, and deploying a kernel is time consuming and requires a lot of rebooting. All of these
issues make modifying mid- and lower-layer networking protocols more challenging than working at the top of the protocol
stack.

In order to make work in this area easier, a solution must not only address logistics and code development issues, but it must
meet or exceed the abilities of the current implementations at approximately the same level of effort. This generally includes
supporting existing hardware and software, wired and wireless experiments, current common networking protocols, and physical
mobility experiments. Without the ability to do what can be done currently, a solution only shifts the challenge from one area
to another. Regarding performance, a solution need only support a level of performance sufficient for general experimentation
and not high-throughput activities. We are consciously interested in flexibility over high performance.

A. FINS Framework Design Goals
The FINS Framework was created with a specific set of design goals in mind. The focus of these was to ensure the result

would be useful to numerous research groups, require minimal work to get started, and solve the problems noted in Section I.
A list of the specific goals of the FINS Framework follows.
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Works With Existing Hardware: A primary focus of the FINS Framework is to support commodity and existing equipment that
researchers already have and use or can obtain easily. Ideally, the tool should be portable with minimal effort to new hardware
as it becomes available.

Userspace Development: As previously discussed, creating userspace applications is easier than developing in kernel space.
In addition to requiring less development time, userspace applications can leverage existing high-level libraries and developer
knowledge. Userspace programs are less likely to cause a system crash, which saves time and frustration. Code may be portable
from network simulations (e.g. ns-2 and OPNET). All of these advantages lead to faster development with less initial overhead.

“Ready to Run” Release: Another major requirement is that the tool be “ready to run” upon download. We define this as
including implementations of major network protocols in a state that would allow the use of the tool without modification.

Supports Existing Applications and Protocols: The FINS Framework must support existing applications without recompilation
or other changes. Limiting the number of applications that are supported, requiring users to rebuild every networking application
or, in the worst case, requiring new applications to be written, inhibits adoption. Additionally, implementations of common
network protocols should be provided for direct use or modification.

Handheld Computing Device Support: Unlike laptops, smartphones and tablets are better suited for truly mobile networking
experiments and are more desirable platforms than laptops for certain types of experiments. Handheld devices are often less
expensive, more portable, and have a longer battery life than laptops.

Flexible Architecture: The on-going interest in cross-layer and cognitive networking research requires data and control exchange
to go beyond what is easily accomplished in the traditional stack. Protocols may need to communicate in order to optimize system
functionality to meet specific goals.

The result of these goals is an approach based on a modular networking protocol subsystem that runs in userspace on desktop
Linux and Google Android. Everything is written in C for speed and code reuse. To allow for quick adoption, FINS versions of
major protocols are provided, as well. Finally, existing network applications are supported.

II. RELATED WORK

The goal of the FINS Framework is to address these logistical and coding challenges and maintain a majority of the existing
capabilities of current implementation methods in an effort to make experimental wireless networking research easier to conduct.
Wireless networking research has arguably relied too much on simulation, with serious limitations regarding fidelity to real-
world conditions [2]. While simulation-based studies are useful in developing and testing ideas, we believe they should not be a
terminal step in the research process. Virtualization and emulation go beyond simulation by often including experimental aspects,
such as running the code in multiple physical places or leveraging physical infrastructure, but inherit some of the limitations
of simulation [3]. A major limitation of both approaches is the inability to run code on deployed devices in a real wireless
environment.

A few existing tools share the goal of simplifying testing and evaluation of networking ideas in experimental or deployed
scenarios. Three such notable tools are the x-kernel, the Click router, and the Autonomic Network Architecture (ANA) projects.
The x-kernel project is a bit dated; it is similar in spirit to the FINS Framework in that it provides a framework for building cross-
layer protocol systems [4], but it focuses on performance and sacrifices flexibility for speed. While versions of most common
protocols were provided for x-kernel, it does not support the use of existing applications. The x-kernel project also lacks support
for modern versions of Linux and Android.

The Click router project is the most popular project of this type and was designed to allow users to create flexible routers [5],
[6]. Since its inception it has been extended multiple times and used in multiple projects. Since the focus of Click is on router
testing, it was not designed to be an end-point that interacts with applications and the socket API. Most of the projects that have
made use of Click have focused on using Click nodes as routers or they have built custom applications that have interacted with
the Click platform directly to send and receive data.

The ANA project takes a holistic approach and was developed as a framework and idealogical approach for developing
next generation networking ideas, including dynamic network constructs [7]. While the philosophy of the ANA project is
different from that of the FINS Framework project, many of the capabilities are similar. Like the FINS Framework project,
the ANA project can be run on mobile devices and can support existing (”legacy”) applications through the netfilter package.
The primary differences between the two are that the FINS Framework focuses on supporting the testing and modification of
existing protocols and applications, while the ANA project focuses on new protocol development. The FINS Framework includes
complete implementations of common protocols that can be run and modified ”out of the box.” Unfortunately, development on
the ANA project has been minimal since February 2009.

These three projects focus on providing platforms for the development and testing of networking protocols. They all support
running code on actual hardware devices in real environments and have extensive development support. With regard to our goals,
the major shortcomings are that they do not extensively support existing applications or existing protocols and are more focused
on developing new ideas and protocols. The niche unfulfilled is one that focuses on evolving current methods and ideas without
completely rebuilding what currently exists, both applications and protocols. This is the function that the FINS Framework aims
to provide.
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Fig. 1. The FINS Framework architecture. The grey boxes represent existing items that are outside of the framework but interact with the framework.

III. FINS FRAMEWORK SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

The FINS Framework is composed of entities known as modules, that communicate via a multiplexing entity call the switch,
much as a LAN operates. A visual representation of the architecture is shown in Figure 1. Note that it is composed of two
primary types of entities: modules and the switch. Not shown in the figure but central to the philosophy of the FINS Framework
are FINS frames, which encapsulate and shuttle data between the modules and switch, and the linking table, which specifies how
the FINS frames flow through the framework. We chose a flat organization of all components and removed the notion of the rigid
stack in order to support any possible communication scenario between entities in the architecture. The hub-like organization
allows any module to communicate with any other module via the switch.

A. Modules
The FINS Framework defines and utilizes three different types of modules: data, non-data, and stub. Data modules act on

ingress and egress network traffic as it is processed in the node and are intended to implement all or significant parts of individual
protocols (e.g ARP, TCP, UDP). Non-data modules only observe network traffic and interact with other modules; these modules
should not act on or modify network data (e.g. a logging module). Stub modules are modules that enable communication between
the FINS Framework and entities outside the framework (e.g. device drivers and network sockets).

B. FINS Frames
Communication within the framework is carried by two different types of FINS frames, based on the type of traffic: data and

control. Data frames encapsulate ingress or egress network traffic as it flows through the framework. Typically, data frames carry
application data to or from the network. Control frames encapsulate messages exchanged between the modules in the framework
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and do not contain data destined for the application or the external network. In addition to a data payload, both frame types
include metadata sections that contains information like source and destination module information.

C. Switch and Linking Table
All of the modules within the framework communicate via the switch. The path of communication through the switch is

controlled by the linking table. This table, which is used like a routing table, specifies the next-destination module of a FINS
frame based on the last module that processed the frame, the type of communication, and the direction of the FINS frame, egress
or ingress. This particular approach was taken to allow the user and the module designer to determine how data flows through
the system.

D. Dataflow
There are three basic dataflow scenarios: ingress network-to-application traffic, egress application-to-network traffic, and

module-to-module control traffic. Ingress network traffic is processed in the following manner. First the traffic is received by
the network interface and passed to the respective device driver in the kernel. Once processed by the device driver, the received
packet is passed to the Pcap library and then to the MAC/PHY stub module for the respective interface. The MAC/PHY stub
module encapsulates the packet in a FINS data frame and passes it to the FINS switch. The FINS data frame moves between
relevant modules and the switch as determined by the linking table; in the case of a UDP packet, this would include the IP
module and the UDP module. Once processed by all of the relevant data modules, the FINS frame is sent to the socket stub
module, which decapsulates the frame and passes it to the application that is listening on the appropriate UDP socket.

When a network application calls send() the data is first passed to the socket stub, which encapsulates the application’s data
into a FINS data frame. This resulting frame is then passed down to the switch and is processed by all relevant data modules.
For UDP this includes the UDP module and then the IP module, in that order. Finally, the FINS data frame is passed by the
FINS switch to the appropriate MAC/PHY stub module which will decapsulate the data, create an appropriate network frame,
and proceed to send the frame out onto the network using Pcap’s injection function.

The last flow of data is between modules using FINS control frames. When a module needs to communicate with another
module, it creates and populates a FINS control frame of the appropriate type, a parameter query for example. The sending
module passes the FINS frame to the switch, which delivers it to the destination module based on the frame’s metadata. The
destination module decapsulates and then processes the request. If a reply is warranted, the receiving module responds with a
similar FINS control frame, of the appropriate type.

IV. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION

As with most experimental work, a major challenge was implementing the architecture. There are three major parts to our
implementation, the FINS daemon (referred to as “the core”), the socket stub, and the capturer/injector, and one minor part,
the Remote Translation Module (RTM). Figure 2 shows a common configuration of the FINS Framework that includes a typical
protocol set.

The FINS Framework is written in C and implements a majority of the platform in userspace. The following two platforms
served as target platforms: laptop computers running Ubuntu Linux 12.04 (kernel version 3.2) and Nexus 7 tablets running
Android 4.2.2 (kernel version 3.1).

A. The Core
The FINS Framework core implements a majority of the entities included in the architecture, including the modules and the

switch. It is a userspace, multi-threaded process. The switch itself is implemented as a single thread and each module, regardless
of type, is implemented using at least one thread. The modules and the switch communicate using pairs of uni-directional queues,
one pair for each module.

B. The Socket Stub
In order to support legacy applications, the socket stub module (Figure 2, bottom right) is implemented as two separate

components: the FINS Framework socket calls interceptor and the FINS Framework socket daemon. The socket calls interceptor
intercepts socket system calls once they reach the kernel and shuttles the necessary information to and from the socket daemon
thread in the core process. The socket calls interceptor was one of the more challenging parts of this work. From the view of
the application, the least invasive method to capture socket API function calls is to intercept them in the kernel. The socket
calls interceptor is implemented as a loadable kernel module (LKM) that unregisters the traditional internet socket family
(AF INET) inside the kernel socket subsystem and registers our own set of functions as the AF INET socket family. This
utilizes existing kernel functionality such as handling cloned sockets and interactions with file descriptors. The socket calls
interceptor communicates with the socket daemon thread over a netlink socket (Figure 2, blue arrow). The socket daemon thread
within the FINS core is attached to the other end of the netlink and handles all of the tasks that were originally implemented
by the kernel socket call handlers.
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Fig. 2. The FINS Framework implementation. Note the differentiation of user and kernel space, the division of entities into different processes, and the
communication methods between entities.

C. The Capturer/Injector
The MAC/PHY stub module (Figure 2, lower left) connects to the network and is portable across platforms. The current

MAC/PHY stub module is implemented using the Pcap library [8], a C/C++ packet capture and injection library. The MAC/PHY
stub module is implemented as three components: the MAC/PHY stub thread, the capturing process, and the injecting process.
The MAC/PHY stub thread is a thread within the FINS core that multiplexes traffic between the switch thread and a network
interface. To send an IP packet, the MAC/PHY stub thread generates an appropriate MAC frame header, encapsulates the packet,
serializes the frame, and sends it over the domain socket to the injecting process. In turn, the injecting process forwards the
frame to the network adapter’s buffer using the Pcap library injection function. The process is reversed when capturing traffic
from a network adapter with the capturing process.

V. SYSTEM PERFORMANCE AND EVALUATION

With regard to the performance and evaluation of the FINS Framework we have three areas of interest. The first is the ability
of the FINS Framework to support “daily-use” scenarios. We evaluated this by conducting several application layer-focused
tests including real-time communication, file downloading, and video streaming. The second is to test the FINS Framework in a
simple research scenario. The third area of evaluation focuses on determining the bounds of performance and is conducted using
standard traffic generation tools.

A. Application Layer Performance
Three specific test scenarios were chosen for this evaluation: file downloading, video streaming, and real-time communication.

All tests were conducted using a Dell Inspiron 1525 laptop which has an Intel Core 2 Duo CPU running at 2 GHz, 3 GB of
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memory, an on-board Marvel Fast Ethernet controller, and a D-Link DW-125 IEEE 802.11n wireless controller. The node was
running Ubuntu 10.04 with kernel version 3.2.0. For all tests, the node under test was connected to Virginia Tech’s 100 Mbps
wired campus network. All of the applications used for these tests were “as is” and not modified in any way.

The first test was file downloading using both HTTP and FTP. Using the Firefox browser we downloaded a roughly 700 MB
ISO file from the Ubuntu website. Using HTTP the average download rate was approximately 9 Mbps and over FTP it was
7 Mbps. In both cases, the file was correctly and completely downloaded.

The second test scenario was video streaming. We were able to stream a 45-minute long high-definition video from Youtube
without interruption. Additionally, we were able to concurrently stream three high-definition videos from Youtube for about 28
minutes.

The final test scenario was a Skype voice call between two nodes that were 9 network hops apart. A real-time communication
test was chosen because real-time communication has stringent timing requirements. Skype communication can be carried over
TCP or UDP. When using UDP, the call was successful, with jitter varying from 35 ms to 400 ms and packet loss varying from
2% to 15%. Despite high jitter variation and some packet loss, the call quality and usability were reasonable. At this time, the
FINS Framework implementation of TCP cannot meet the stringent timing requirements of a Skype voice call. This is an area
of investigation and future work. Additionally, video calls were not successful at this time.

The results from these experiments show that the FINS Framework can support legacy applications without modification and
that the day-to-day performance is quite usable. While there are limitations to what applications are supported, the reasons for
this are related to FINS Framework current internal performance. This issue will be examined in future versions.

B. FINS Framework Workshop Exercise Examples
During the summer of 2013, our group hosted an all-day workshop that focused on experimental wireless networking research

and introduced the FINS Framework through a series of hands-on exercises. One particular exercise demonstrated the flexibility
of the FINS Framework in an ad hoc network scenario. In the exercise, participants created a ring-shaped ad hoc network by
setting static routes for all nodes; all packets traversed the network in a single direction, regardless of destination location. Once
connected, packets were sent and observed as they traversed the network.

The next step of the experiment was to add a FINS module that would change the behavior of all of the nodes in the network
such that half of the packets sent would traverse the ring in one direction and the other half, in the other direction; the direction
alternated from packet to packet. The source node would choose the initial direction and the intermediate nodes would continue
to forward the packets in the same direction, “left” or “right”, until they reached the destination. The module was added to the
switch table such that egress packets flowed through it after they were processed by the IP module. This required no changes to
the IP module, itself.

This exercise demonstrated that node network behavior could be changed fairly easily by adding a module in the ingree/egress
packet path. In essence, this simple change was altering the behavior such that routing decisions were made on a packet by
packet basis and not at the aggregate level.

C. Performance Testing
While flexibility is a primary goal of the FINS Framework, a minimum level of performance is needed for the FINS Framework

to be usable in most scenarios. Our initial performance goal is to support the maximum data rate of IEEE 802.11b, 11 Mbps. In
an attempt to isolate the performance of just the FINS Framework we tested performance using the simplest scenario possible, a
two-node network. We tested both the UDP and TCP performance over wired and wireless links for both the FINS Framework
and the traditional stack. The performance of the traditional stack is included not for direct comparison, but to show a rough
maximum for the performance of the experimental setup. The same hardware and software were used for these tests as for the
previous tests. The specific test scenario configurations are shown in Figure 3. A Netgear N300 wireless router was used in all
test scenarios; the internal 100 Mbps switch was used for the wired tests.

All test scenarios used the iperf traffic generator tool. The reported results were collected directly from the iperf output data.
Each test consisted of sending a single data stream for 3 minutes from one node to another at the maximum rate. Each test
scenario was run at least 50 times and these results were averaged. Both TCP and UDP throughput performance were gathered
and are shown in Tables I and II, respectively. In these two tables the “action” column denotes the action of the node under test,
the “FINS” column contains results when the FINS Framework was run on the node under test, and the “traditional” column
contains results when the traditional stack was run on the node under test. The “other” node in all of the tests is running the
traditional stack.

As expected, the FINS Framework exhibits lower throughput than the traditional stack due to the additional overhead of
moving data in and out of the kernel. The data from these experiments shows that the FINS Framework can achieve the targeted
throughput of IEEE 802.11b, 11 Mbps, and approaches or surpasses the throughput of IEEE 802.11g, 54 Mbps. Overall, the data
suggests that there is a maximum performance limit of about 70 Mbps, for the tested hardware configuration. These results show
that the FINS Framework has exceeded our performance targets on the stated hardware platform and can provide throughput
levels that are beyond the needs of many researchers not focused on high-throughput experiments, such as a cross-layer ad hoc
routing protocol or service discovery protocol.
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TABLE I. AVERAGE TCP THROUGHPUT IN MBPS FOR A TWO-NODE NETWORK FOR AT LEAST 50 TEST RUNS

Network Action FINS (Mbps) Traditional (Mbps)
LAN Receiving 40 90
LAN Sending 66 93

WLAN Receiving 37 62
WLAN Sending 66 70

VI. CLOSING REMARKS

In this paper we introduced the FINS Framework an open-source, userspace networking subsystem designed and built for
Linux and Linux-based systems, like Google Android. The primary goal of the FINS Framework is to make wireless networking
research easier by moving networking functionality into userspace and building a platform for mobile devices. The architecture
and implementation discussed show how we met this goal. Various performance results are also included which show that
the FINS Framework is capable of supporting some common existing applications, while delivering throughput levels that are
adequate for non-throughput-based evaluation.

In closing we point anyone interested in this tool to the project’s website, www.finsframework.org for the code and project
documentation. In addition to being open-source, we are supportive of this work becoming a community-based project that is
maintained by the individuals that use it.
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